Introduction 4 Conclusions
It is widely agreed that tracing requirements is essential in developing large systems. Tracing helps in verifying system features against requirements, in identifying error sources, and most significantly, in managing change, which is pervasive and continuous in software development. We describe a tool called 'I'OOR for Traceability of Object Oriented Requirements) 6 t at is based on principles from hyperprogramming
[l] and hyperrequirements [4] , and is motivated by the considerations about context and information discussed in [3] , and about the importance of the social discussed in [2] . TOOR uses the sophisticated module system of F'OOPS [5] for flexibility, reuse, and object orientation.
Creating
Objects and Relations
The first step in using TOOR is to create a Project Specification declaring classes, subclasses, attributes, etc. for requirements and any other items we wish to trace. TOOR automatically creates a template for each such class, and objects are created by selecting a class from a graphical menu and then filling in the template that pops up. Relations are created similarly, and indeed, are implemented as objects; objects and relations can be easily updated or abandoned to reflect new situations, as can the class declarations in the Project Specification. TOOR has hypermedia capabilities that allow an object to be the TeX source file of an agenda, a scan of the back of an envelope, etc. TOOR was designed mainly as a research tool to explore ideas for improving software development. TOOR reflects our views tha,t requirements issues occur throughout the lifecycle, and that requirements, along with everything else, continue to evolve. Thus we may want to trace any item at any time. Defining relations by axioms gives great flexibility by supporting semantic information about links between objects, such as transitivity.
We feel that TOOR'S support for rich descriptions using animated graphics, audio clips, video clips, etc., its multiple trace modes, and its user definable and updatable objects and relations make it an interesting tool for experiments in requirements tracing.
References 3 Trace Modes
Relations are the basis for traceability in TOOR. They differ from simple named links in being specified by axioms; moreover, these axioms can be updated. TOOR provides the following trace modes: a Selective Tracing restricts focus to selected patterns of objects and relations, using a small language of regular expressions over an alphabet of object and relation identifiers. 
